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Abstract

Memories, buffered write command circuits, and methods for executing memory commands in a memory. In some embodiments, read commands that are received after write commands are executed internally prior to executing the earlier received write commands. Write commands are buffered so that the commands can be executed upon completion of the later received read command. One example of a buffered write command circuit includes a write command buffer to buffer write commands and propagate buffered write commands therethrough in response to a clock signal and further includes write command buffer logic. The write command buffer logic generates an active clock signal to propagate the buffered write commands through the write command buffer for execution, suspends the active clock signal in response to receiving a read command after the write command is received, and restarts the active clock upon completion of the later received read command.

21 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR BUFFERED WRITE COMMANDS IN A MEMORY

TECHNICAL FIELD

Embodiments of the invention relate generally to semiconductor memory, and more specifically, to memories buffering memory commands to improve memory command scheduling.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The timing of issuing memory commands to a memory device are governed by timing specifications, which provide sufficient timing margin for proper operation of the memory device. For example, a common timing specification is the minimum time between issuing consecutive memory access commands, such as consecutive write commands or consecutive read commands. The minimum time provides sufficient time for the previous memory access command to complete before executing the subsequent memory access command. Another common timing specification is the minimum time after issuing a write command before a read command can be issued. The minimum time allows the write operation to fully complete before internally beginning the read operation. Typically, the minimum time between consecutive similar memory access commands (e.g., two clock cycles) is significantly less than the minimum time between a write command followed by a read command (e.g., 15 clock cycles).

A memory system having many memory devices (which may be separated into memory groups, such as banks of memory), tracking and issuing write-read command combinations to the memory according to the appropriate timing can be very complicated. A memory controller must be capable of managing sequences of commands for each of the memory devices (or banks) while ensuring that the time at which the individual commands are issued to each of the memory devices comply with timing specifications. Where operation of the memory is interleaved to improve memory access times, for example, issuing a write command to a first memory group, then issuing a write command to a second memory group, and then to a third memory group during the minimum time between write and read commands for the first group, and then issuing the read command to the first group, then the second group, and then the third group, the memory controller must track the sequence of commands for each of the groups while weaving the individual commands together all the while maintaining the correct timing. A concept of “additive latency” (AL) has been introduced for the operation of memory system to make command and data busses efficient for sustainable bandwidths. With additive latency commands may be issued to memory externally, but held by the memory device internally prior to execution for the duration of AL in order to improve system scheduling. In particular, including AL can help avoid collision on the command bus and gaps in data input/output bursts. Taking advantage of AL can reduce some of the timing complexities of managing the multi-group memory system by providing flexibility in scheduling commands. Nevertheless, in managing the issue of issuing complex sequences of memory access commands with the appropriate timing, timing gaps between the commands of a sequence of commands or between data can result. Although timing specifications are met, utilization of the command and data busses may be compromised.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a memory according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a column address buffer according to some embodiments of the invention.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a write command buffer and logic according to some embodiments of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a timing diagram for conventional write-to-read timing.

FIG. 5 is a timing diagram for write-to-read timing according to an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Certain details are set forth below to provide a sufficient understanding of embodiments of the invention. However, it will be clear to one skilled in the art that embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these particular details. Moreover, the particular embodiments of the present invention described herein are provided by way of example and should not be used to limit the scope of the invention to these particular embodiments. In other instances, well-known circuits, control signals, timing protocols, and software operations have not been shown in detail in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the invention.

Embodiments of the invention include buffered write circuitry for reordering write operations, for example, interrupting normal internal write operations of an earlier received write command to allow an internal read operation of a later received read command to be executed and completed before completing the write operation. FIG. 1 illustrates a memory 100 according to some embodiments of the invention. The memory 100 buffers write commands, address, and data to allow later received read commands to be executed internally before earlier received write commands. The memory 100 includes an array 102 of memory cells, which may be, for example, DRAM memory cells, SRAM memory cells, flash memory cells, or some other types of memory cells. The memory 100 includes a command decoder 106 that receives memory commands through a command bus 108 and generates internal control and clock signals within the memory 100 to carry out various memory operations. For example, the command decoder 106 is used to generate internal control signals to read data from and write data to the memory array 102 in response to read and write commands. The command decoder 106 includes a write command buffer 104 according to an embodiment of the invention to buffer write commands. As will be explained in more detail below, the write command buffer 104 buffers write commands so that read commands later received by the memory 100 can be internally executed and completed before executing the buffered write commands. Row and column address signals are applied to the memory 100 through an address bus 120 and provided to an address latch 110. The address latch then outputs a separate column address and a separate row address. The row addresses are provided by the address latch 110 to a row address decoder 122. The column addresses are provided to a write address buffer 112 according to an embodiment of the invention to be buffered until provided to a column decoder 128. As will be explained in more detail below, the buffered column addresses are associated with respective write commands buffered by the write command buffer 104.

The column address decoder 128 selects bit lines extending through the array 102 corresponding to respective column addresses. The row address decoder 122 is connected to word line driver 124 that activates respective rows of memory cells in the array 102 corresponding to received row addresses. The selected data line (e.g., a bit line or bit lines) corresponding to a received column address are coupled to a read/write cir-
cuitry 130 to provide read data to a data output buffer 134 via an input-output data bus 140. Write data are applied to the memory array 102 through a data input buffer 144 and the memory array read/write cuitry 130. The data input buffer 144 buffers data associated with respective write commands buffered in the write command buffer 104 until provided to the read/write cuitry 130 to be written to the memory array 102.

FIG. 2 illustrates a column address buffer 200 according to some embodiments of the invention. The column address buffer can be used as the write address buffer 112 of the memory 100 shown in FIG. 1. The column address buffer 200 is coupled to the address latch 110 (FIG. 1) to receive column addresses and further coupled to the command decoder to receive read and write clock signals rdClk and wrClk. The column address buffer 200 includes a write column address buffer 210 for latching and buffering column addresses provided by the address latch 110 in response to the wrClk signal. A read column address buffer 220 latches the column addresses in response to the rdClk signal. A multiplexer 230 is coupled to the write and read column address buffers 210 and 220 and selectively couples the write column addresses or the read column addresses under the control of a read signal Read, which is indicative of executing a read command. In some embodiments, the write and read column address buffers 210, 220 are implemented as first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers that latch an address and further provide an earlier latched address signal to the multiplexer 230 responsive to a respective clock signal. In some embodiments, the depth of the write and read column address buffers 210, 220 are different, and in some other embodiments, the depth of the column address buffers 210, 220 are the same.

In operation, the read and write column address buffers 210, 220 are clocked to capture column addresses. In the event a column address provided by the address latch 110 is for a read command, as decoded by the column decoder 106, an active rdClk signal is provided to the read column address buffer 220 to latch the column address as a read column address. In contrast, when a column address from the address latch 110 is for a write command, the column address is latched by the write column address buffer 210 responsive to an active wrClk signal generated by the command decoder 106. Column addresses that are previously latched into the write and read column address buffers 210, 220 are similarly clocked out by the respective wrClk, rdClk signals as well. In this manner, column addresses for multiple write commands can be temporarily stored in the correct order in which the write column addresses are received by the memory while read column addresses for read commands received after a write command are forwarded ahead of the write column addresses. The multiplexer 230 is controlled by the Read signal to provide either the write column addresses or read column addresses to the column decoder 128.

FIG. 3 illustrates a write command buffer and logic 300 according to an embodiment of the present invention. In some embodiments, the write command buffer and logic 300 is included in the command decoder 106. For example, the write command buffer and logic 300 may be included in the command decoder 106 of the memory 100 shown in FIG. 1. The write command buffer and logic 300 includes an additive latency buffer 310 and a write latency buffer 320 in which decoded write commands can be buffered. The additive latency buffer 310 receives decoded write commands and are propagated through the additive latency buffer 310 in response to a clock signal Clk. The additive latency buffer 310 generally delays the decoded write command to provide additive latency. The write latency buffer 320 receives the decoded write commands delayed by the additive latency buffer 310 and propagates the decoded write commands through a first portion of the write latency buffer 320 in response to the Clk signal and through a second portion of the write latency buffer 320 in response to a clock signal susClk output by buffered write logic 330. After a decoded write command is propagated through the additive latency buffer 310 and the write latency buffer 320, the decoded write command is provided as a WrArray command to initiate the write operation in the memory array.

The buffered write logic 330 generates an inactive susClk signal to suspend propagation of the decoded write commands through the second portion of the write latency buffer when a read command has been decoded, as indicated by the read signal provided to the buffered write logic 330, and a decoded write command is present in the second portion of the write latency buffer 320, as indicated by a suspend signal wrsus. The buffered write logic 330 generates an active susClk signal to propagate decoded write commands through the second portion of the write latency buffer 320 when no read command has been received or is pending, as indicated by a read completion signal ReadComplete.

In operation, the write command buffer and logic 300 allows write commands to be buffered while a read command received after receipt of the write commands is executed before the earlier received write commands. Write commands decoded in the command decoder 106 are provided to the additive latency buffer 310 and then to the write latency buffer 320 to provide a delay before the decoded write command is provided as the WrArray command to initiate the write command in the array.

In an example where a decoded write command is provided to the additive latency and write latency buffers 310, 320 and no read commands are decoded by the command decoder 106 while a decoded write command is propagating through the second portion of the write latency buffer 320 or before the decode write command has propagated all the way through the buffers 310, 320, the decoded write command is output by the write latency buffer 320 as the WrArray command to initiate the write operation in the array. However, in an example where a decoded write command is propagating through the additive latency and write latency buffers 310, 320, and a read command is decoded (as indicated by the Read signal) when the decoded write command has reached the second portion of the write latency buffer 320 (as indicated by the wrsus signal), propagation of that write command is suspended in order to allow execution of the read command to be initiated and completed in the array. Suspension of the decoded write command from propagating all the way through the second portion of the write latency buffer prevents a command collision between the decoded write command and the later received decoded read command that is to be executed before the earlier received write commands.

Upon completion of the read operation, propagation of the decoded write command is restarted by an active susClk signal and is eventually provided as the WrArray command to initiate the write operation in the array.

In addition to buffering the write commands, the write addresses corresponding to the buffered write commands are buffered and managed by a column address buffer, such as the column address buffer 200 previously described with reference to FIG. 2, so that the write operation is performed for the correct memory location. Additionally, write data corresponding to the buffered write commands are buffered in an input buffer device (not shown). In some embodiments, the write data buffer is included in the input buffer of the memory device, such as buffer 144. In some embodiments, the
depth of the buffers used for buffering the write commands, write addresses, and the write data are similar so that clocking the buffers in synchronicity maintain the correct correspondence of write command, write address, and write data. In other embodiments, the depths of the buffers are different, and the write commands, write addresses, and write data are managed by providing appropriately timed clock signals to clock the buffers. The buffers for commands, addresses and data can be implemented using conventional designs, for example, FIFO buffers, shift registers, sequential registers, or the like.

FIG. 4 is a timing diagram illustrating command (xCMD) and data (xDATA) signals for a write operation followed by a read operation according to signal timing for a conventional memory device. The signal timing is based on a burst length (BL) of 8, CAS write latency (CWL) of 7 clock cycles, CAS latency (CL) of 8 clock cycles, and additive latency (AL) of 7 (i.e., CL−1) clock cycles. As shown, some of the parameters are set in a mode register in the memory device, for example, BL, CL, CWL, AL, are examples of parameters that are typically set through a mode register. The parameters of the mode register are set once upon initialization of the memory device. At time T0 an activation command ACT is issued to the memory device to activate a bank of memory corresponding to a bank address (not shown). A write command WR is issued to the memory device at the next clock cycle time T1, taking advantage of the AL of 7 that allows commands to be issued earlier than would otherwise be allowed. As previously discussed, the WR command is held internally by the memory device until AL elapses, resulting in the write operation beginning execution at time T8. Write data is provided to the memory device beginning at time T15, which corresponds to CWL−7 after time T8. Again, by taking advantage of AL−7, a read command RD is issued to the memory device at time T17, which is held by the memory device until time T24. Issuing a RD command any earlier than at T17 will violate the minimum write-to-read time (TWR), which is 5 clock cycles in the present example. As illustrated in FIG. 4, however, issuing the RD command at T17 results in read data provided by the memory device at T32, 13 clock cycles after the last of the write data is provided to the memory device. That is, the data bus is under utilized by being left idle for 13 clock cycles.

FIG. 5 is a timing diagram illustrating command and data signals for a write operation followed by a read operation according to signal timing for a memory device according to an embodiment of the invention. As in FIG. 4, the signal timing is based on a BL of 8, CWL of 7 clock cycles, CL of 8 clock cycles, and AL of 7 clock cycles. As previously discussed, some of the parameters are set in a mode register in the memory device, for example, BL, CL, CWL, AL, are examples of parameters that are typically set through a mode register. At time T0, an ACT command is issued to the memory device to activate a bank of memory corresponding to bank address signals (not shown). At time T1 a WR command is issued to the memory device. Although the WR command will be buffered by the memory device and executed at a later time, the AL allows the WR command to be issued by a memory controller much earlier than otherwise be allowed. Write data corresponding to the WR command issue at T1 is provided to the memory device at time T15, the same relative time as with the conventional signal timing of FIG. 4. As previously discussed, the write data is also buffered until the corresponding WR command is executed.

In contrast to the conventional signal timing shown in FIG. 4, embodiments of the invention allow a RD command issued after a WR command to be issued much sooner. As previously described, a read command issued after a write command can be executed before the write commands by buffering the write command and corresponding write address in a write command buffer and a column address buffer according to embodiments of the invention, such as write command buffer 300 and write address buffer 200, as previously described. As a result, the RD command can be issued much sooner than with conventional signal timing and read data can be received by a memory controller much sooner as well.

In FIG. 5, the RD command is issued to the memory device at time T6, within the AL time and approximately 11 clock cycles earlier than with the conventional signal timing of FIG. 4. Additionally, in comparison to conventional signal timing, read data is provided by the memory device much sooner after the last of the write data is provided to the memory device. In FIG. 5, the read data is provided starting at time T21, approximately 11 clock cycles earlier than with the conventional signal timing of FIG. 4, and reducing the data time gap to approximately 2 clock cycles. The buffered WR command is initiated after completion of the RD command (not shown). Although shown in FIG. 5 as a single write WR command issued at time T1 and a single set of corresponding write data, multiple WR commands (and write data) can be issued and buffered prior to the issuance of a RD command. Moreover, multiple RD commands can be issued after an earlier issued WR command or commands. It will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art that FIG. 5 illustrates the timing of signals for some embodiments of the invention, and is not intended to limit the invention to any particular embodiment.

Issuing the RD command sooner after the WR command and receiving read data sooner after providing the write data than with conventional timing allows a memory controller to issue the sequence of ACT, WR, and RD commands to the memory device and then move onto managing other memory devices. For example, with conventional signal timing, a memory controller likely would issue the ACT and WR commands to the memory device, then issue commands to other memory devices before issuing the RD command to the first memory device in order to utilize the command time gap (between T1 and T17 in FIG. 4) as well as filling the data time gap (between T19 and T32 in FIG. 4) with data from other memory devices. As a result, the memory controller is required to switch back and forth between the memory devices when issuing commands and receiving data from the memory devices to utilize command and data bandwidth. Where several memory devices are operated in an interleaved manner, switching back and forth between the memory devices may result in very complicated and cumbersome command and data timing. With at least some embodiments of the invention, however, write-to-read command timing can be shortened due to the buffering of write commands which may allow command and data bandwidth to be more fully utilized and reduce complexity of command and data scheduling for memory controllers.

From the foregoing it will be appreciated that, although specific embodiments of the invention have been described herein for purposes of illustration, various modifications may be made without deviating from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, the invention is not limited except as by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A buffered write command circuit for a memory, comprising:
a write command buffer included in the memory and configured to buffer write commands and propagate buffered write commands therethrough in response to a clock signal;
write command buffer logic included in the memory and coupled to the write command buffer and configured to generate an active clock signal to propagate the buffered write commands through the write command buffer for execution and further configured to suspend the active clock signal in response to the memory receiving a read command after the write command is received and further configured to restart the active clock upon completion of the later received read command; and

a column address buffer coupled to receive column addresses for write and read commands and configured to buffer column address for buffered write commands and provide the same for execution; and

an input buffer coupled to receive write data for write commands and configured to buffer the same during suspension of the active clock and provide the write data for execution of the write command in response to restarting the active clock.

2. The buffered write command circuit of claim 1 wherein the write command buffer comprises:

a first buffer configured to provide an additive latency to a write command, the first buffer clocked by a first clock signal;

a second buffer coupled to receive a buffered write command from the first buffer, the second buffer having a first buffer portion through which a buffered write command is propagated in response to the first clock signal and further having a second buffer portion through which a buffered write command is propagated in response to the active clock signal.

3. A memory, comprising:

an array of memory cells;

an address latch configured to latch received memory addresses;

an input buffer configured to receive and buffer write data;

an output buffer configured to receive and buffer read data;

a write command buffer and logic coupled to the command decoder and configured to buffer received write commands associated with the received memory addresses and further configured to suspend initiating execution of write commands in response to decoding a read command received after the write command and initiate execution of the write command after execution of the read command, wherein the write command buffer and logic includes a write latency buffer coupled to receive a write command and further includes a buffered write logic coupled to the write latency buffer, the write latency buffer having a first buffer portion clocked by a first portion clock to propagate a buffered write command through the first portion and further having a second buffer portion clocked by a second portion clock to propagate the buffered write command through the second portion, the buffered write logic configured to suspend propagation of the buffered write command in the second portion of the write latency buffer in response to receiving or having a pending read command and having the write command buffered in the second portion; and

an address buffer coupled to the address latch and configured to buffer a column address corresponding to a buffered write command and further configured to provide the buffered column address for execution of the write command.

4. The memory of claim 3 wherein the write command buffer and logic comprises:

an additive latency buffer configured to buffer a write command for an additive latency time.

5. The memory of claim 4 wherein the additive latency buffer and the first buffer portion of the write latency buffer are clocked responsive to an internal clock signal.

6. The memory of claim 4 wherein the buffered write logic is coupled to the write latency buffer to receive a signal indicative of the presence of a buffered write command in the second portion of the write latency buffer, the buffered write logic configured to generate an inactive second portion clock to suspend propagation of a buffered write command in the second portion in response to the signal indicating the presence of a buffered write command in the second portion of the write latency buffer.

7. The memory of claim 3 wherein the write address buffer comprises:

a write address buffer configured to buffer write memory addresses for write commands;

a read address buffer configured to buffer read memory addresses for read commands;

a multiplexer coupled to the write and read address buffers and configured to selectively provide the write and read memory addresses for execution of respective write and read commands.

8. The memory of claim 7 wherein the command decoder is further configured to generate a write address buffer clock and a read address buffer clock to clock the respective address buffers.

9. The memory of claim 8 wherein the write address buffer is configured to buffer the write memory addresses for write commands in response to the write address buffer clock and the read address buffer is configured to buffer read memory addresses for read commands in response to the read address buffer clock.

10. The memory of claim 7 wherein the write address buffer is configured to buffer column memory address information for a write command and the read address buffer is configured to buffer column memory address information for a read command.

11. The memory of claim 7 wherein the multiplexer is configured to selectively provide the read memory addresses in response to an indication of a read command being executed.

12. A method for executing memory commands in a memory, comprising:

receiving a write command;

buffering the write command;

propagating the write command through a write latency buffer to initiate a write operation;

receiving write data corresponding to the write command;

receiving a read command after receiving the write command and before receiving the write data corresponding to the write command;

suspending propagation of the write command through the write latency buffer to allow execution of the read command to be initiated and completed;

internally executing and completing the read command prior to completing execution of the write command; and

resuming propagation of the write command through the write latency buffer to initiate the write operation.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising setting an additive latency and wherein receiving the read command comprises receiving the read command within the additive latency relative to receiving the write command.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing read data associated with the read command after receiving the write data corresponding to the write command.

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving a plurality of consecutive write commands; receiving write data corresponding to the plurality of consecutive write commands; and
the memory providing read data associated with the read command after receiving the write data corresponding to the plurality of write commands.
16. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving a write address corresponding to the write command;
buffering the write address;
buffering the write data for the write command; and
providing the write address and write data upon initiating execution of the write command following execution of the read command.
17. A method for executing memory commands in a memory, comprising:
receiving at the memory at least one write command;
receiving at the memory at least one read command after receiving a write command;
suspending execution in the memory of the write command until execution of the later received read command is completed, wherein suspending execution of the write command comprises:
decoding the received write command;
buffering the decoded write command; and
suspending propagation of the buffered decoded write command through a buffer until completion of the later received read command.
18. The method of claim 17 wherein suspending propagation of the buffered decoded write command comprises ceasing generation of an active clock signal clock provided to the buffer.
19. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
receiving write data associated with the received write commands
executing the later received read command prior to the received write commands; and
providing read data associated with the executed read command after receiving the write data.
20. The method of claim 19 wherein the later received read command is received before the write data associated with the received write command is received.
21. The method of claim 17 wherein the read command is received within a time after receiving the write command, the time defined by a sum of an additive latency and a CAS write latency.
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